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The natural linear orderings of an n-dimensional cube over a finite set A are 
investigated. We obtain a characterization theorem for these orderings extending 
earlier result, e.g., for natural orderings on finite Boolean lattices, as given in 
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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a finite set and let n be a positive integer. We consider A”, the 
n-dimensional cube over A, which consists of all words of length IZ with 
entries from A. We describe those linear orders of A” which are natural, or, 
in a certain sense, the simplest orders. 
Let us analyse these vague ideas in a greater detail, giving an informal 
description of the main ideas. The formal (and more general) definitions 
are stated in the next section. The formula 
x = (X0,..., ~,~,)<(y,, ,..., y,. ,)=y iff (3j:x,<y, and Vi<j:xj=y,), 
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describing the lexicographic order on A” provides an algorithm deciding 
whether x < y in a number of steps proportional to n, rather than to the 
size of A”. The possibility to compute the lexicographic order using only 
local data is due to the fact that all subcubes of A” are ordered according 
to the same pattern. This formulation seems to be more fitting to our pur- 
poses. We shall define a natural order of the cube A” as an order-type 
which is invariant with respect to subcubes, i.e., all subcubes of A” bear the 
same kind of order. 
Surprisingly, there exist quite a few natural orders on A”, depending on 
the size of the set A. For 1 Al 6 3 a characterization of all natural orders on 
A” is contained in [S]. In this paper we extend our earlier results, 
presenting a general characterization for all finite sets A. It turned out, that 
full generality is not reached until A = 6, i.e., the particular cases 1 Al B 5 
admit easier descriptions. K. Leeb informed us, that he, independently, 
obtained the same results, however, using a different description. 
Our work was inspired by ordering type theorems in partition (Ramsey) 
theory (cf. [7]) and by canonization theorems for equivalence relations 
(cf. [9]). This paper contains a detailed discussion and complete proofs of 
results announced in [6]. In part one we give some basic definitions and 
formulate our main theorem. Part two is devoted to the proof of the main 
theorem. 
2. NATURAL ORDERS AND THE MAIN RESULT 
Let us briefly recall the definition of subcubes. For a more detailed 
account see, e.g., [l] or [3]. Let A be a finite set. An m-dimensional sub- 
cubefof the n-dimensional cube A” over A is determined by a family BO, 
B1 ,..., Bm of mutually disjoint subsets of {O,..., n - 1 ) satisfying && # 0 for 
every i E { l,..., m} and ljy!O ?& = (0 ,..., n - 1 }, together with a family 
(ai)ic go of (not necessarily distinct) elements of A. Note that the set :BO 
may be empty. Then the subcube f is given by 
,f= {(ho ,..., b,- ,) 1 hi = a, if i E & and b, = h, 
if i, j E ,c?& for some k E { l,..., m } } c A”. 
For example, { (0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1 ), (0, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1, I)) is a 2-dimen- 
sional subcube of (0, 1 }“. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that g1 ,..., g,,, is an ascending 
family in the sense that min 4Yi < min gj whenever i <j. The m-subcube ,f 
can be uniquely represented by an m-parameter word f= (fO,..., f, , ) of 
length n, where fi = ai if i E go and f, = a, if i c qi. Thereby the E,, j = 1 ,..., m, 
are the parameters. 
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Thus the a-parameter word (&, 1, jV1, i.,,) of length 4 describes the 2-sub- 
cube given above. Let A(;) denote the set of all m-parameter words of 
length n. Hence A(;) = A”. Now letJ’EA(;) and go A(T). The k-parameter 
word f’.g~A(;) of length n is defined by (.f’.g);=.f; if.f; E A, (,f’.g), =g., if 
f, = E,,. Thus, ,f’. g is a k-dimensional subcube of the m-dimensional subcube 
g of A”. 
The following partition theorem for cubes is due to Graham and 
Rothschild: 
THEOREM A [2]. Let A be u ,finite set and let k, m, 6 be nonnegative 
integers. Then there exists a nonnegative integer n such that for ever-v par- 
tition A: A(;) + 6 of the k-subcubes of A” in &many classes there exist an m- 
subcube f E A(;) such that all k-subcubes of .f are in the same class, i.e., 
A(f.g)=A(.f.h)foreveryg,hEA(;). 
Next we describe the natural orders on A”. Recall that in m-parameter 
words fc A(;) the first occurrences of the parameters A,,,..., J*, , are 
ordered increasingly. Hence, the lexicographic order on A”, lexicographic 
from left to right, is hereditary: 
FACT. Let 6 be a total order on A. By abuse of language, the 
lexicographic extension of ,< to A”, is also denoted by 6, i.e., 
(x I),.“, xn- *)~(YchY,-1) iff (%<n:x,<y,) and (Vi<s:x,=yi). 
For all f E A(L) and for all x, y E A” it follows that 
X<Y lff f.x<f.y. 
Besides the lexicographic orders, there still exist other types of natural 
orders on A”. However, all these are, in a sense, modifications of the 
lexicographic order. For example, for A = (0, 1, 2 >, where 0 < 1 < 2, we can 
compare words (x0 ,..., x, _ ,) and (y, ,..., y,_ 1) in two (lexicographic) steps. 
At the first step, 0 and 1 are identified. And, if a decision is not yet possible, 
the 0, 1 subwords are compared. More precisely, (x0,..., x,_ 1) < * 
(Ye,..., yn-,) iff 
(a) 3s<n:x,E{O, I> and y,~(2} and Vi<s:x,E{O, l} iff 
Y,E (0, 1) or 
(b) Vt < n: x, E (0, 1) iff y, E (0, 1 } and 3s < n: x, = 0 and y, = 1 and 
Vi<s: xi=yi. 
As a matter of fact, < * is different from lexicographic orders on A”, as, 
e.g., 
(0,2)<(1,0) 
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with respect to the lexicographic order, but 
(4 0) < * (0,2). 
Symbolically, the order < * is depicted by Fig. lb. Analogously, Fig. lc 
represents the order, where first 1 and 2 are identified. The lexicographic 
order is represented by Fig. la. 
The orders corresponding to Figs. la-c form a complete list of all natural 
orders with respect to IAl = 3. Thus there exist 3 .3! = 18 natural orders on 
A” for three-element sets A. 
One easily observes, first identifying 0 and 2 does not yield an order at 
all. Generalizing these ideas, we introduce the concept of lexicographical 
trees. Recall that for totally ordered sets (A, <), the set .a of all order 
intervals of A is partially ordered by inclusion, where the set A itself is the 
maximal element. 
DEFINITION. Let (A, <) be a totally ordered set. A lexicagruphic tree .F 
on (A, < ) is a set of intervals, i.e., F c_ 9, satisfying 
(i) AEY and {a)$Y for every SEA, 
(ii) each two noncomparable intervals Z, JE Y are disjoint, i.e., 
whenever I, JE .Y with I g J and J E I, then In J = 0. 
The lexicographic trees on A = (0, 1, 2, 3 }, where 0 -c: 1 < 2 < 3, are 
depicted in Fig. 2. 
The total orders on A” corresponding to Figs. 2a-j are defined as above, 
e.g., in Fig. 2c we have a three-step decision procedure, first identifying 
0, 1, 2, then identifying still 0 and 1. 
The situation is somewhat more involved with respect to Fig. 2k. At the 
first step, 0 and 1 are identified, and, simultaneously, 2 and 3 are identified. 
If, then, x = (x0 ,..., x,_ 1) and y = (yO ,..., y, ~ I) are still indiscernible, there 
are three possibilities regarding the next step: 
((x) compare x and y lexicographically, 
(,!3) compare the O-1 subwords of x and y lexicographically, if these 
subwords still agree, compare the 2-3 subwords, 
(0, 1, 2) {O, 1, 2) (0, 1,2) 
I 
(0, ‘1 {1,2) 
b C 
FIGUKE 1 
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(y) compare the 2-3 subwords of x and y lexicographically, if these 
still agree, compare the 0-l subwords. 
As a matter of fact, all three possibilities yield natural orders. In general, an 
additional quasi-order on Y is needed in order to fix the natural order. 
Recall that a quasi-order <<y on Y is a reflexive and transitive binary 
relation, such that any two intervals are comparable, but possibly I d y J 
and .Z Q y Z for different intervals in Y. A quasi-order induces an 
equivalence relation z 4 on F by Z % 4 J iff Z d 4 J and .Z < y I. The quasi- 
order < ~ acts as a total order on the equivalence classes of z y. 
DEFINITION. Let (A, 6) be a totally ordered set and let Y be a 
lexicographic tree on (A, <). We say that a quasi-order Gy on F extends 
the tree 5 iff Js: Z imphes that Z zSq J and J <, I. Let q(O), q(l),... be a 
monotone enumeration of the equivalence classes of z y (hence q(0) = A ). 
There exist three quasi-orders 6, extending the lexicographic tree from 
Fig. 2k, corresponding to cases (a), (B), and (7). 
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DEFINITION. Let A be a finite set. The 3-tuple P = ( <, 9, 6 y) is an 
ordering schema for A iff 
(1) 6 is a total order on A, 
(2) .Y is a lexicographic tree on (A, < ), 
(3) d y is a quasi-order on Y which extends the tree Y. 
Next we define the orders on A” given by ordering schemata, 
9 = ( 6, F’, Gy). Suppose q(O),..., q(s* - 1) are the nonempty equivalence 
classes. At the sth step of the procedure we consider the subwords having 
entries in intervals belonging to q(s). We identify elements as described 
before and compare lexicographically. Formally: 
Notation. Let ZEN be an interval of a lexicographc tree. By SUC,~(Z) 
we denote the collection of all maximal (w.r.t. set-inclusion) intervals 
JEFTV { {a}laEA} with Jg Z, but Jff. 
For sets d c ,Y we write Sue,,(d) = uIE ,& SUC,~(Z). 
Remark. If Z~q(s), then, at the sth step of the decision procedure, 
elements of Z are identified iff they belong to the same interval of Sue,(Z). 
For example, in Fig. 2a it is Suc,({O, 1,2, 3)) = { (01, (l}, {2}, (3)) 
and we compare lexicographically (without identifying different elements) 
already at the 0th step. 
Notation. For subsets d c F of mutually disjoint intervals and words 
x = (xg ,..., x, _ ,) E A” let x/d = (a, ,..., in _ ,) be defined by 
iji= 0 ifx,$ ud 
=z ifx,EZforsomeZE& 
Remark. Intuitively, for equivalence classes q(s) the factorization 
x/Suc,(q(s)) represents the subword of x consisting only of entries in 
u q(s), where elements from intervals ZE Suc,(q(s)) are identified. Since 
Suc,(q(s)) is a family of mutually disjoint intervals, the order f on A can 
be extended to Suc,(q(s)) defining 
Z<i iff min Z < min i. 
For convenience, put 0 < Z for all I. 
Notation. By < * we denote the lexicographic order on A”/Suc,,(q(s)) 
which is induced by 6. 
Note that formally G * depends on s, but we use the symbol < * for ail s. 
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DEFINITION. Let A be a finite set and let 9 = ( 6, .Y, 6 y) be an order- 
ing schema for A. The total order G.~ on A”, where n is a positive integer, 
is defined by 
XdTY iff 3s: x/Suc,,(q(s)) < * y/Suc,(q(s)) 
and Vi < s: x/Suc,(q(i)) = y/Suc,,(q(i)). 
Remark. Every total order d ,9 on A” which is coming from an ordering 
schema 9 can be effectively computed in a number of steps proportional 
to (A( .n. 
From the definition of subcubes and since the orders 6,p are just 
modifications of the lexicographic order, it is clear that these orders are 
hereditary: 
LEMMA 1. Let 8 be an ordering schema for A and let f e A(;). For all 
x, y E A” it follows that 
x <.FY $f f’.X<.Ff.Y. I 
The relatively complicated structure of the orders <F appears only for 
larger alphabets A. The first example, where the full generality is reached 
occurs for IAl = 6, viz. for the lexicographic tree of Fig. 3. 
As an aesthetically pleasing example, Fig. 4 depicts all 13 natural 
orderings on (0, 1, 2, 3,4, 5 12, where 0 < 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5, belonging to the 
lexicographic tree of Fig. 3. Figure 4.1 shows all comparabilities which are 
determined by the lexicographic tree of Fig. 3. 
As already indicated by our examples, different ordering schemata 
9 # 9’ yield different orderings < p # 6 ,JF ,. Moreover, this can be seen 
always just considering 2-dimensional cubes: 
LEMMA 2. Let 5 # 9’ be different ordering schemata for A. Then there 
exist x,y~A~ with x ~,~y, but y CRUX. 
Proof: Let 9 = ( Q, Y, < 4) and 9’ = ( < ‘, Y-‘, 6 b) be different order- 
ing schemata for A. First, assume that there exist a, b E A satisfying a < b 
and b < ’ a. Then let x = (a, b) E A2 and y = (b, b) E A2. Obviously x < .F y 
and y < F, x. Next assume that a < b iff a d ’ b for every a, b E A and there 
FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
exists an interval ZE Y n Y’ such that SUC,~(Z) # Sue,,(Z). Say there exist 
KE Sue,(Z), K’ E SUC,~.(Z) such that KC K’ and max K < max K’. Now let 
a E K n K’, b E K’\K so that a < b and c E Z’J. In case max K’ < c, choose 
x = (a, c) and y= (h, 6). If, however, CC min K’, choose x = (a, b) and 
y = (6, c). In both cases it is easy to check that x < ,p y, but y -C ,FE’ x. 
Finally, we can assume that 6 = < ’ and .Y = 9’. Thus 6 y and d y, are 
different, i.e., there exists i such that q(i) # q’(i). Let i be minimal with this 
property. Recall that q(0) = q’(O) = A. Also ISuc,(q(i))\Suc,,(q’(i))l >/ 2 
or Isuc,~(q’(~))\suc,(q(i))l 2 2. Say, there exist intervals 
Z, JE Suc,(q(i))\Suc,(q’(i)) with a = min Z-C b = min J. Furthermore let 
I’, J’ E Suc,.(q(i)) be such that a’ = min I’ < b’ = min J’. Possibly 
I’, J’ E Suc,(q(i)). Now let x = (a, 6’) and y = (b, a’). Then x < .9 y and 
y < ,9C x. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 1 
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Next, we come to the main result of our paper, viz., the characterization 
theorem for natural orders on A”. It turns out that every sufficiently large 
ordered cube contains already a subcube of a given dimension which is 
ordered with respect to some ordering schema. Hence these total orders are 
exactly the natural orders on A”. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let A be a finite set and m be a nonnegative integer. 
Then there exists a nonnegative integer n such thut for every total order d 
on A” there exist an m-subcube ,f’~ A($) and un ordering schemu 9 for A 
satisfying 
.f,XG.f.Y !ff x <.F,-y 
for every x, y E A”. 
In other words, if n > n(m, A) is sufficiently large then every order 6 on A* 
is canonized on some m-subcube by one of the orders 6 F. From Lemma 1 
we infer that none of the orders 6 ,F may be omitted without violating the 
assertion. Hence, the 69 form a canonizing set of orders. The concept of 
canonizing sets of total orders was introduced in [5]. For related results 
compare [4] or [S]. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we prove our Main Theorem. Let m be a positive integer 
and let A be a finite set. According to the Graham-Rothschild partition 
theorem for cubes (viz. Theorem A) we can assume that for 
n = max( JAI + 1 ,2 .m) a total order on A” is given in such a way that for 
every I= i,..., n the I-subcubes of A” are ordered according to the same pat- 
tern. More precisely: 
(1) for every I= l,..., n and for every Sand g in A(;) it follows for all 
x and y in A’ that 
f. x <f. y iff g.xdg.y. 
This induces, for every I= l,..., n, an order on A’, which is, by abuse of 
language, again denoted by <, i.e., x < y iff f. x <f. y for some f~ A(;). 
For I= 1, this gives an order on the set A. Thus it remains to define a 
lexicographic tree 9 and a quasi-order 6, extending 9. These items will 
be defined below, yielding an ordering schema 9 = (<, Y, d u). Finally, 
we shall show that every m-subcube f~ A( :) is ordered according to < .F, 
thus finishing the proof of the main theorem. 
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The Lexicographic Tree 9 
Let I be an arbitrary interval of (A, 6) containing at least two different 
elements. Then 
(2) (min Z, max I) < (max Z, min I). 
Proof of (2). Assume to the contrary that (max I, min I) < 
(min Z, max I). Then (max Z, min Z, max I) < (min I, max I, min I) via 
(&, i,, A”) and (min Z, max Z, min I) < (min Z, min I, max I) via 
(min Z, I,, A,). Thus, by transitivity, (max Z, min Z, max I) < 
(min Z, min Z, max I) and consequently, via (a,, min Z, max I), max Z < 
min Z, a contradiction.! 
Note that (2) already proves the main theorem for two-element sets A. 
Here the only possibility is the lexicographic order. 
Next, we define the lexicographic tree Y inductively. Put A E Y and 
assume, by induction, ZEY for some interval I, say I= (a,,..., ukf with 
u,,<u,< ... <uk. For O<i<k put aizai+l iff (a;,maxZ)>(u,,,, minZ) 
and let (by abuse of language)% be the reflexive and transitive closure. 
Then z is an equivalence relation and, by definition, its equivalence classes 
are subintervals of I. Let Sue,(Z) be the set of equivalence classes of Z and 
put JE Sue,,(Z) into 5 iff IJ( > 2. Recall, a lexicographic tree should not 
contain singleton sets. Also, Ix Z is ordered lexicographically iff Sue,,(Z) 
consists of singleton sets only. 
We still need to verify that Sue,,(Z) is well defined, in the sense 
that z splits Z into at least two nonempty equivalence classes. 
(3) (a,,maxz)<(a,+,, min I) for some 0 d i < k. 
Proof of (3). Assume to the contrary that (a,, max I) > (a, + 1, min I) for 
every 0 < i < k. Then, invoking (1) 
(ak, a,, a,, ao,..., a,, a01 
< (ak- 1, ak, a0, aO~-~~ aO? a01 
< lak- 2, ak, ak? aO,-, uO, aO) 
contradicting (2). 1 
< (ai? ak? ak, ak,-? ak? a01 
< taO, ak, akT ak7-y akT uk)2 
The crucial observation about the lexicographic tree is the following: 
(4) Let ti <n/2 be a nonnegative integer and let 9I c “Y be a family 
of mutually disjoint intervals such that 
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(4.1) (min I, max J) < (max I, min J) for all I, J # B. 
Then for all x and y in B”, where B= Ug?, with x/B = y/U and 
x/Suc,,(&I) < * y/Suc:,(9?) it follows that x < y. 
Note that if B = (I) f or some /E Y-, hypothesis (4.1) is satisfied by (2). 
Thus 
e%-(~) < * YlSUC,(~) implies x < y 
for all x, y E Z”‘, in accordance with our earlier explanations. To prove (4) 
we need two additional observations. The first will be also used later on. 
Notation. As 9 is a tree with root A, every interval IE Y\{A} has an 
immediate predecessor Prey(Z), viz. Pre,(l) = J iff JE r and ZE Sue,,(J). 
(5) Let B c Y be a family of mutually disjoint intervals. Let 
J, KE Sue,(a) be with max J< min K and let L E .Y be such that 
(5.1) (min Pre,F(J), max L) < (max Pre,,(J), min L). 
Then (max J, max L) < (min K, min L). 
Proof of (5). Let MET be minimal (w.r.t. set-inclusion) such that -- 
J, KE M and let J, KE Sue,,(M) be satisfying JGJEM, KcRcM. Of 
course, max J-C min R, compare Fig. 5. 
Then 
(max J, max M, max L) 
< (max 7, max M, max L) asJEJ 
< (min 17, min M, max L) by definition of Sue,(M) 
< (min K, min M, max L) asKcR 
6 (min K, min Pre,,( J), max L) as Pre,,(J) E- M 
< (min K, max Pre:r( J), min L) by (5.1) 
d (min K, max M, min L) as Pre,F( J) c M, 
invoking (1) again, (5) is proved. 1 
J K 
FIGURE 5 
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(6) Let 33 5 Y be a family of mutually disjoint intervals satisfying 
(4.1). Let J, K, L E Sue,(W) be such that max J< min K. Then (max L, 
max J) < (min L, min K). 
Proof of (6). From (4.1) it follows that (min Prey(J), max Prey(L)) < 
(max Pre,(J), min Prey(L)), which is (5.1) with Pre:,(L) instead of L. 
Thus 
(max L, max J, min Pre.,(L)) 
< (min L, max J, max Prey(L)) by definition of Sue,? (Pre,( L)) 
< (min L, min K, min Pre,(L)) by (5)> 
and by (1 ), assertion (6) is proved. 1 
Proof oj’ (4). Let x, YE B” be such that x/B=y/B and 
x/Suc,($Y) < * y/Suc,(&I). Let j be the first position where x/Suc,(B?) 
and y/Suc,(9?) differ, say xj~ J and Y~E K, where J, KE SUC,(~) are such 
that max J < min K. For every i <j then, xi and yj belong to the same inter- 
vals of Sue,(W). Also, x/B = y/%3 implies that for every j < 1 -C rii entries x, 
and y, belong to the same interval from 9% Thus 
(X0,..*, Xj~- 1 > Xj,*.., Xj, Xj,.*-, xj ) Xj+ IT..., Xm- 1) 
- (fiT)- i-tunes 
times 
<(Y,,...,Yj-,,.~,y,,...,Yj, xj,..., xj, x~+1,..*~ xfi- I) 
< (1’05...3 Yj- I > .Yj?i,..., .Yj, Yj?*.., Y/3 Yj+ *,“., .YrF~- 1) 
i.e., x < y. j 
The quasi-order < y. 
by iterating (6) 
by iterating (5) 
For intervals Z, JE Y we define 
I<,J iff (min Z, max J) < (max Z, min J). 
(7) < 4 extends the lexicographic tree F. 
Proof of (7). Let Jc I be intervals from Y. Then min 16 min J and 
max J< max I. From (2) it follows that (min Z, max I) < (max Z, min I), 
hence (min Z, max J) < (max Z, min J), i.e., Z < 4 J. 
On the other hand, if J# Z, then JG 7 for some SE Sue,(Z). Hence 
(max J, min I) 
d (max 7, min I) asJ5J 
< (min q max I) by definition of Suc,( I) 
6 (min J, max I) as JcJ, 
i.e., J 4 y I. Thus <y extends the lexicographic tree Y. 4 
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(8) 6, is a total quasi-order. 
Proof of (8). Assume that there exist Z, JE Y so that Z < y J and J $ y I. 
Then (max Z, min J) < (min Z, max J) and (max .Z, min I) < (min J, max I). 
Thus (maxI, max.Z, min I) < (max Z, minJ, max I) < (min Z, maxJ, 
min Z), contradicting min I< max I. Hence any two intervals of 5 are com- 
parable with respect to G4. The reflexivity of Gy follows immediately from 
(2). 
It remains to check the transitivity of 6 4. Let I, .Z, KE Y satisfying 
Z 6 y J and J 6 y K. Then (min Z, max .Z, max K) -C (max Z, min .Z, max K) 
by Z d y J and (max Z, min J, max K) < (max Z, max J, min K) by .Z Gy K. 
Hence (min Z, max K) < (max I, min K) showing that Z 6 y K. 1 
For our purposes, the important property of Go is 
(9) Let s < f be nonnegative integers, let L E q(t) and let 
J, KE Suc,(q(s)) be such that max J-C min K. Then 
(9.1) (max J, max L) < (min K, min L), 
(9.2) (max L, max J) < (min L, min K). 
Proof qf (9). As 6 y is a quasi-order extending the lexicographic tree 
5, the equivalence class q(s) c .F is a set of mutually disjoint intervals. 
Since s < t and JE Suc,F(q(s)) it follows that Pre,(J) 6, L, i.e., 
(min Prey(J), max L) < (max Pre,,(J), min L). Thus (9.1) follows from (5). 
As L & 4 Pre,,(J), we have 
(max L, max J, min Pre,F((J)) 
6 (min L, max J, max Pre,,(J)) 
< (min L, min K, min Prey(J)), 
where the last inequality invokes (5) and (2). This proves (9.2). 1 
(10) Let j, ti, s, t, ,..., t, , be nonnegative integers, where j -C M < n/2 
and s < t, for every i= O,..., ti - 1. Furthermore let Li E q(ti) for every 
i = 0 ,..., 6 - 1 and J, KE Suc,q(s) be distinct. Then 
X/SUCAd~)) < * YlSUC54dS)) implies x < y 
for every x, y E Afi with xi, yi E Li for every i # j and x,~ E J, yj E K. 
Proof of (10). Iterated applications of (9). 1 
VeriJications 
Finally, we prove that every m-subcube of A”, is ordered according to 
< F, where 9 = ( <, F, < 4) is the ordering schema defined above. Using 
the convention (1 ), we have to show that 
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X6.FY implies x6y 
is valid for all x, y E A”. 
Let x, y E A” satisfying x C~ y. Then there exists s such that 
(11) x/SucAq(s)) < * ylSucAq(s)) and xiSucAq(4) = ylSuc,(q(i)) 
for every i < s. 
Then (x/Suc,(q(s)))(i) = q iff (YlsucAds))Ni) = 0 
for every i E {O,..., m - 1 }. 
Thus let ME CO,..., m - 1 } be those positions of x which are not elements 
of members of Suc,,(q(s)), i.e., in M iff (x/Suc,,(q(s)))(i) =: I!. Further- 
more let &! = {O,..., m - 1 )\M. Let j be the first position where 
x/suc,T(ds)) and y/suc.Aq(s)) differ, say XjE J, ~,EK for 
J, KE Suc,(q(s)), where max J< min K. By definition, q(s) c 5 is a set of 
mutually disjoint intervals satisfying (4.1). Let < be the subsequence of x 
consisting of the components not in M, i.e., co = xPO, where ~0 = min li;i 
and ii+ I = xpti+ l), where ,~(i + 1) = min m{ PO,..., pi), and let 6 be the 
corresponding subsequence of y. Then &/q(s) = k/q(s) and 
k/Suc~,(q(s)) < *@uc,(q(s)). Thus by (4) it follows that 
(12) i<L 
Now we claim that for every in M there exist ti > s and an interval 
L;E q(ti) satisfying xi, yip L,. Assume to the contrary that for every t > s 
and every L E q(t) the fact that X,E L, implies that yi# L, and vice versa, for 
some in M. Since xi, yi# U Suc,(q(s)) there exist i< s and distinct inter- 
vals I,, I, E Suc,F(q(i)) such that x, E I,, yi E 12. But this contradicts 
(1 I). Thus the subsequences 5’ and 5’ of x, y, respectively, consisting of 
the components in M, and additionally the jth. component, i.e., 
ib = x,0, where vO=min(Mu {j}) and [l+, =x,,(,+~), where v(i+ 1) = 
min(Mu {,i}\{ vo,..., vi)), fulfill the hypothesis of (10). 
Hence from (10) it follows that 
(13) i’<5’. 
Now consider x’, y’ E A” + ’ defined by 
x;=xi if i<j 
XJ for i=j+ 1 
=x,-1 if j+l<ibm, 
and let y’ be defined analogously with respect to y. Furthermore let 
ZEArnfl be given by 
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- =.I-, -, iS i<,jandi$M 
I’, if icjand ie M 
Xl for I =.j 
JI for i=.j+ 1 
=x;-, if .j+l<i<mandi$M 
=yj&, if .j+ 1 <i<mandiEM. 
Then x’ < z, according to (13) and z < y’, according to (12). By transitivity 
we have x’ < y’, which implies x -C y. This completes the proof of the main 
theorem. 1 
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